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Welcome to the BFI Media Conference 2013 
 
 
This programme contains Schedules, Session details and Speaker biographies. It aims to help you 
navigate your way around BFI Southbank and the Plenary, Industry, Teaching and Research sessions. 
For any other queries, please do come to ask us at the Registration desk in the Blue Room which will 
be staffed throughout the two days. 
 
We hope you have an enjoyable, productive and inspiring conference! 
 
 
BFI Education and Corinna Downing – Media Conference Programmer/Manager 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BFI Media Conference 
BFI Southbank 
Belverdere Road 
London SE1 8XT 
020 7815 1329 
mediaconference2013@bfi.org.uk 
www.bfi.org.uk/education/conferences 

Some general information  
 
Conference noticeboard 
Any changes to the programme will be posted on the noticeboard outside the Blue Room.  

mailto:mediaconference2013@bfi.org.uk


 

 
Conference Assistants 
The conference’s six young assistants will be on hand throughout both days, happy to help you 
themselves or find someone who can answer your question.  
 
Conference badges 
For security reasons, please wear and keep visible your Conference badge at all times.  
 
Finding your way around BFI Southbank 

 NFT3 is accessed from the mezzanine walkway on the same level as the Blue Room 

 NFT2 is in the foyer down the stairs near Benugo from the Main Foyer, towards the river 
entrance of the building 

 The Studio is in the centre of the Main Foyer, between the Box office and Benugo 

 Learning Spaces 1 & 2 and the Large Meeting Room are on the Lower Ground Floor. This area 
has restricted access – please wait for a Conference Assistant to usher you through with a 
swipe card.   

 
Session papers/handouts  
Papers and handouts will be on offer in many sessions, and many will also be available to download 
from the BFI Media Conference page on the BFI website after the conference. Please ask for further 
details.  
 
Lunchtime presentations 

 BFI Film Academy – Informal drop-in presentation 
NFT3 (Thurs 12:35-13:00, Fri 13:50-14:15) 

 Tours of BFI Reuben Library and Mediatheque 
Limited capacity, please sign up at Registration desk (Fri 14:15-14:45) 

 
BFI Reuben Library and BFI Mediatheque 
The Mediatheque, open 12:00-20:00, has 14 screens where you can view fiction and non-fiction films 
from the BFI National Archive’s extensive British film and TV collection. The Library is open 10:30-
19:00. Both are free of charge. 
 
Conference delegate discounts: BFI Filmstore and BFI Southbank screenings 

 The Filmstore holds a full range of teaching resources and DVDs - show your conference 
badge during the two days of the conference to receive a 10% discount on these and all other 
Filmstore stock.  

 For discount tickets for most films screening on Thursday 4 and Friday 5 July, show your 
badge at the box office. The July 2013 programme is in your delegate pack. 

 
Luggage 
Luggage and coats can be left in the Blue Room during the day. If you need to store bags overnight, 
please ask us as it may be possible to leave them with BFI Southbank Security.   
 
Eating and drinking 
Included in the price of your conference pass are coffee, tea and biscuits available at Registration in 
the morning and during the half-hour break later in the day. A light sandwich lunch is on offer both 
days. All refreshments will be served in the Blue Room.   
Please ask if you would like any information about local restaurants and cafés. 
 
Delegate Reception 
Thursday at 17:30 in the Blue Room – all welcome!  

  



 

SCHEDULE: THURSDAY 4 JULY 
 

Registration 
from 08:45 

Coffee/tea Blue Room  

Exam 
Surgeries 
09:15-09:55 

WJEC Media – Jeremy Points  
WJEC Film – Jill Poppy  
 
AQA Media – Stephen Kruger  
OCR Media / OCR Film – Ian Marshall  
International Baccalaureate: Film – Richard Harvey  

Learning Space 1 
Large Meeting 
Room 
Learning Space 2 
Studio 
Small Meeting 
Room 

Opening 
Plenary 
10:00-11:00 

Welcome 
Mark Reid, Head of Education, BFI 
Amanda Nevill, Director, BFI 
  
Josh Berger, President and MD Warner Bros. Entertainment UK  
(Chair: James Mullighan)  

NFT3 

Break  
11:00-11:15 

  

Session 1  
11:15-12:30 

INDUSTRY TV Documentary Development 
Nicola Lees (Chair: Matthew Hall)  
INDUSTRY Making Channel 4 News  
Shaminder Nahal (Chair: Christine James, BFI Education Curator – School 
Audiences) 
TEACHING  Changing Media Representations 
Rob Miller  
TEACHING  Approaches to Planning Film/Video Production 
Ian Marshall  
RESEARCH  The British Film Industry by Numbers 
Sean Perkins (Chair: Nicky North, BFI Education – Courses and Conferences 
Manager) 

Large Meeting 
Room  
Learning Space 2 
 
 
NFT3 
 
Learning Space 1 
 
Studio 

Lunch break  
12:30-13:30 

Sandwich lunch Blue Room  
12:35-13:00: An introduction to the BFI Film Academy (Drop in) 
Jen Sobol, Project Manager, Film Academy + Noel Goodwin, BFI Education 
Curator – Young Audiences 
 

NFT3 
 

Session 2  
13:30-14:45 

INDUSTRY Commissioning Film 4 Low Budget Features Katherine Butler (Chair: 
Emma Sullivan) 
INDUSTRY Film Editing as Storytelling 
Nick Fenton (Chair: Corinna Downing)  
TEACHING  British Cinema and the Documentary Auteur 
John Fitzgerald  
TEACHING  Music Video: Theory and Practice 
Claire Pollard and Vicki Georgiou  
RESEARCH Film Theory and Criticism 
Laura Mulvey (Chair: David Edgar, BFI Education Curator – Public 
Programmes) 

Learning Space 2 
 
Studio 
 
Large Meeting 
Room 
Learning Space 1 
 
NFT3 

Break  
14:45-15:00 

  

Session 3  
15:00-16:00 

INDUSTRY Models of Online Film Distribution 
Ailsa Ferrier, Andy Green, Simon Ward (Chair: Sam Dunn, Head of DVD, BFI) 
INDUSTRY Creating Music Video 
Chris Abitbol , Alex Southam (Chair: Claire Pollard)  
TEACHING  Women in Film and TV Comedy (finish 16:15) 
Rebecca Ellis  
RESEARCH  Connecting Viewers to Content: The Art of Promotion in the Digital 
Age - Paul Grainge  
RESEARCH  Ofcom/News Habits and Social Media 
Alison Preston  

NFT3 
 
Learning Space 2 
 
Learning Space 1 
 
Studio 
 
Large Meeting 
Room 

Break 16:00-
16:30 

Coffee/tea Blue Room  

Film Industry 
Plenary  
16:30-17:30 

Christine Langan, Head of Films, BBC 
(Chair: Helen DeWitt, Head of Cinemas, BFI) 

NFT3 

17:30-18:45 Delegate Reception Blue Room  

SCHEDULE: FRIDAY 5 JULY 
 



 

Registration 
from 09:30 

Coffee/tea Blue Room 

TV Industry 
Plenary 
10:00-10:45 

David Abraham, CEO Channel 4 
(Chair: James Mullighan) 

NFT3 

Break  
10:45-11:00 

  

Session 4  
11:00-12:15 

INDUSTRY  Writing TV Drama 
John Yorke (Chair: Rebecca Ellis) 
INDUSTRY  Funding British Film 
Ben Roberts (Chair: Emma Smart, Library Manager, BFI) 
TEACHING  Spectatorship and Creating Meaning 
Steve Robson  
TEACHING  The Video Games Industry 
Dave Harrison  
RESEARCH  The Digital Labour Debate 
Christian Fuchs  

NFT3 
 
Studio 
 
Learning Space 2 
 
Learning Space 1 
 
Large Meeting 
Room 

Break   
12:15-12:45 

Coffee/tea Blue Room 

Session 5 
12:45-13:45 

INDUSTRY Commissioning Channel 4 Drama 
Sophie Gardiner (Chair: Mark Duguid, Senior Curator, BFI National Archive) 
INDUSTRY Distributing Documentary 
Anna Godas (Chair: Helen DeWitt, Head of Cinemas, BFI) 
TEACHING  Supporting Independent Study (finish 14:00) 
Clare Turner  
TEACHING ‘We-Media’ and Democracy (finish 14:00) 
Matthew Hall  
RESEARCH  Student-led, Problem-based, Peer-to-peer Media Education 
Jon Hickman  

Studio 
 
Learning Space 2 
 
Learning Space 1 
 
NFT3 
 
Large Meeting 
Room 

Lunch break  
13:45-14:45 

Sandwich lunch Blue Room 
13:50-14:15: An introduction to the BFI Film Academy (Drop in) 
Jen Sobol, Project Manager, Film Academy + Noel Goodwin, BFI Education 
Curator – Young Audiences 

NFT3 

14:15-14:40: Tour BFI Reuben Library and Mediatheque 
Sarah Curran, Reader Services Librarian, BFI Library 
Dominika Widlak-Manka, BFI Education – Programmes Coordinator 

BFI Reuben 
Library and 
Mediatheque 

Session 6  
14:45-16:00 

INDUSTRY Film Marketing: A Case Study 
Tom Grievson (Chair: Rob Miller)  
INDUSTRY Inside the BBFC 
Lucy Brett (Chair: Christine James, BFI Education Curator - School Audiences) 
TEACHING  TV Drama: Stories and Audiences 
Christine Bell  
RESEARCH  Media Ownership and Media Power 
Des Freedman  
RESEARCH TV, Transmedia and Audiences 
Elizabeth Evans  

NFT3 
 
Learning Space 1 
 
Learning Space 2 
 
Studio 
 
Large Meeting 
Room 

Break  
16:00-16:15 

  

Session 7 
16:15-17:15 
 
 
 
 
 
Education 
Plenary 

INDUSTRY The A-Z of Making a Short Film 
Richard Turley (Chair: Noel Goodwin, BFI Education Curator – Young 
Audiences) 
INDUSTRY / TEACHING Representing Multicultural Britain: TV Drama 1950s-
today (finish 17:30) 
Peter Ansorge, Stephen Bourne (Chair David Somerset, BFI Education Curator – 
Adult  Community Audiences  
 
James Curran, Professor of Communications, Goldsmiths and Director, 
Goldsmiths Leverhulme Research Centre 
(Chair: Mark Reid, Head of Education, BFI) 

NFT3 
 
NFT2 
 
 
 
 
Studio 

Break  
17:15-17:45 

  

17:45-20:00 The Surprise Film! NFT3 

PLENARIES 
 
 
We are delighted to present four leading industry and academic figures to speak at the 
Media Conference Plenary sessions.  
 



 

Industry plenaries 
The conference welcomes Josh Berger CBE (President & MD of Warner Bros. Entertainment UK) for the 
Opening Industry Plenary, Christine Langan (Head of BBC Films) for the Film Industry Plenary and 
David Abraham (CEO, Channel 4) for the TV Industry Plenary. Each will offer unique insight into the 
creative and business priorities shaping their work, the role they play in driving their organisation, and 
their thoughts on key current and upcoming developments in the media industries. 
 
Education plenary 
The conference welcomes James Curran (Professor of Communications at Goldsmiths College and 
Director of the Goldsmiths Leverhulme Media Research Centre) to give the Education Plenary. Earlier in 
2013, in a speech entitled ‘Mickey Mouse Squeaks Back', James Curran took on press criticism of media 
studies degrees as intellectually lightweight and of no value to employers. In this plenary he returns to 
champion the teaching of media studies at all levels, for an inspiring and challenging final conference 
session.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Session partner  
Our partner for the Opening Plenary is Creative Skillset. We are grateful to them for their support. Please 
look out for information about their work and the ‘Creative Skillset Tick’ in delegate packs and at their 
stand in the Blue Room. 
 

 

SESSION 1 
 
TV Documentary Development 
Nicola Lees - Development Consultant 
What are the steps a documentary writer/director/producer must take in the development of a film for 
TV? Where does documentary fit in to current TV Industry commissioning priorities and schedules, and 
what are the links with theatrical and online distribution? How can a new idea stand out from the crowd – 
what would a commissioner need to see in order to offer to support its production? Looking at treatments, 
pitching, taster screeners and more, this is an exclusive opportunity to find out how it all works. 
 
Making Channel 4 News 



 

Shaminder Nahal - Deputy Editor, Channel4 News 
Shaminder has worked in news for the BBC and for Channel 4 News since November 2012. This session 
will look at her typical day in the news office, within the wider context of the TV news industry and the 
specific set up of ITN/Channel 4. It focuses on the development of contrasting stories, and the use of 
social media across news gathering and delivery.  
 
Changing Representations in the Media 
Rob Miller - Media and Film teacher, Consultant and Freelance Writer  
Changing Representations in the Media is inextricably linked with new technology, patterns of ownership, 
audiences and changing approaches to teaching the subject; this session will introduce, explain, demystify 
and apply both historical and contemporary theory to issues of representation while at the same time 
emphasising a holistic examination of the text including notions of institution, audience, genre and 
narrative. Areas of representation covered will be gender, sexuality, race and ethnicity, national 
identity/regional identity, age, social class and disability. Realism as a related area of study will be 
referenced in relation to targeting audiences. There will be a key focus on changing representations in the 
media as a result of new technology and the consequential effect on ideas of regulation and censorship. 
The session will focus on modern media forms but also reference synergy and critically and commercially 
successful traditional media forms including television, print, radio, film and advertising.   
 
Approaches to Planning Film/Video Production 
Ian Marshall - Head of Media Studies, Northallerton College 
As we all know, careful pre-production planning is an integral part of any practical Media or Film 
coursework. However, it is an element that many of our students see as being a chore, or something to be 
completed post-production. Many promising coursework portfolios have been let down by poor or 
incomplete planning.  So how can we demonstrate to our students that planning is necessary and can 
actually be fun? This workshop session explores a range of strategies to help your students enjoy the 
planning of their moving image coursework. The modus operandi will be practical and collaborative, 
giving you the opportunity to try out some tested approaches to planning, and to share ideas and good 
practices with fellow delegates. 
 
The British Film Industry by Numbers 
Sean Perkins - Head of Research and Statistics Unit, BFI 
This session will provide a statistical overview of the British film industry from production through to 
theatrical distribution and exhibition and the rapidly changing home entertainment market.  It will 
examine how digital technologies have transformed each sector of the industry and how these 
technologies have influenced the consumption of feature film. In 2011, UK film audiences watched feature 
film on 5.1 billion occasions, equivalent to approximately 87 films per person. Cinema remains the crucial 
first step in the launch of most major feature film releases but theatrical admissions represent just 3% of 
the total film audience.  By contrast, television accounts for 77% of film viewings in the UK while sales of 
DVD and Blu-ray discs represent the single largest revenue source for British film. Finally, what do the 
numbers tell us about the reach and impact of the emerging online film market? 
 
 

SESSION 2 
 
Commissioning Film4 Low Budget Features 
Katherine Butler - Deputy Head of Film, Film4 
Film4 develops and co-finances feature length films for theatrical release in cinemas that will also 
eventually play on Channel 4 and Film4. Their subject matter is often contemporary and is usually be 
made with British led talent or with British content. Katherine Butler was until recently Senior 
Commissioning Executive, responsible for nurturing, developing and exec producing Film 4’s low budget 
slate of between 8-12 feature films a year and 4-5 short films. In this session she will focus on her work in 
this area, covering bringing new talent into Film4 and helping new writers, directors and producers 
develop their own voice. It’s a risky business – how can Film 4 be versatile and responsive to each 
filmmaking team’s needs within the wider context of internal and external schedules and structures?  
 
Film Editing as Storytelling 
Nick Fenton - Editor Submarine (Richard Ayoade/UK 2010), The Selfish Giant (Clio Barnard/UK 2013). 
Beginning with an overview of Nick’s career and his recent work, this session is an opportunity to explore 
the craft of editing, the role of the editor in shaping a film and the various approaches required for 
working with directors of film as well as TV and music video. Nick will focus on sequences from two very 
different films he has worked on – the music documentary feature All Tomorrow’s Parties (Jonathan 



 

Caouette/UK 2009) and the innovative biographical feature of playwright Andrea Dunbar, The Arbor 
(Clio Barnard/UK 2010). 
 
British Cinema and the Documentary Auteur 
John Fitzgerald - Course Leader, Film Studies at Wyggeston & Queen Elizabeth I College  
The session will be on the British film director Julian Temple, primarily focusing on his more recent 
documentary work. The aim of the session is to discuss how his documentaries have particular formal 
properties in their use of editing and found footage and to discuss how this positions spectators. Also 
there will be some examination of Temple's work in relation to authorship and how his films seek to 
present an alternative 'English' history outside of the mainstream. The films to be looked at will include 
The Filth and The Fury (2000) and Oil City Confidential (2009). 
 
Music Video Theory and Practice 
Claire Pollard, Head of Media & Vicky Georgiou, Teacher of Media - Sir John Cass Redcoat School 
This hands-on session aims to make connections between the theoretical concepts of Media Studies and 
the music video industry. Whatever exam board you are doing, if you are struggling to get students to 
make links between their own practice and the key concepts, or just want to find more interesting and 
kinaesthetic ways to teach theory, then this workshop is for you. With some basic equipment and basic 
technical knowledge you can use practice to engage students with areas of study that they may find less 
accessible or less interesting.  
 
Film Theory and Criticism 
Laura Mulvey  
Professor of Film and Media Studies, Birkbeck, University of London 
Laura Mulvey will present her more recent work, ideas and interests. 

 
 
  



 

SESSION 3 
 
Models of Online Film Distribution 
Ailsa Ferrier - Content and Acquisitions Manager, Curzon Artificial Eye, Andy Green - COO Distrify, 
Simon Ward - Acting Director, Independent Cinema Office 
Bringing together key players from UK film distribution, this session will be an introduction to, and an 
exercise in comparing/contrasting current models of distribution, both theatrical and online. It will focus 
on the viewer experience – how do they access films, and at what cost - and will ask: what’s better about 
watching a film online? Is it possible to create new structures without schedules and barriers? What might 
be the dominant business model in the future? 
 
Creating Music Video 
Chris Abitbol - Producer at OB Management  
OB Management is a leading talent agency representing creative talent in the music industry, including 
the directors of music videos. Chris Abitbol will be discussing the latest audience, creative and technical 
news from the industry, focusing on the production story of a recent music video in a session co-presented 
with the video’s director, Alex Southam.  
 
Women in Film and TV Comedy 
Rebecca Ellis - Head of Media, Thomas Rotherham College  
This session provides an investigation into the comedy genre, focusing on female comedians and the 
evolution of more female centred film comedy. Providing a fun approach to teaching historical context, we 
will look at how comedy has evolved from key iconic predecessors such as Mae West and Lucille Ball. The 
session will then provide methods to teaching gender via the platform of comedy across various US & UK 
texts, looking at contemporary case studies including Sarah Millican, Miranda, Bridesmaids & Sightseers 
– all of which offer extensive links to other media concepts including textual analysis, genre, industry and 
audience. We will look at wether comedy subverts or reinforces gender stereotypes and investigate the 
range of representations at work within the chosen texts, looking at the critical debates surrounding these 
ideas. 
 
Connecting Viewers to Content: The Art of Promotion in the Digital Age 
Paul Grainge - Associate Professor of Film and Television Studies  
From film trailers and TV promos to channel idents and studio logos, the art of screen promotion has 
been conspicuously overlooked in academic research. As such, we have little knowledge or understanding 
of the companies that produce this content or the role that promotional short-forms play in media life. 
Drawing on industry fieldwork with leading companies in the promotional screen industries (such as Red 
Bee Media which makes 90 percent of the BBC’s promotional content), this presentation explores 
promotional design as a professional and creative discipline with its own opportunities and challenges. 
Drawing on recent examples of promos produced by Red Bee for the BBC, it explores the nature of 
promotional work, how it is organised, and the way it strives to ‘connect viewers to content’ in a 
multichannel, multiplatform environment. 
 
Ofcom, News Habits and Social Media: The role of online and social media within news 
consumption 
Alison Preston - Head of Media Literacy Research at Ofcom 
Are people using social media techniques more frequently to share news, and as a means of finding out 
about breaking stories, bypassing more traditional means of news output? To what extent do people trust 
different forms of news, on different platforms? How does this differ by age and by socio-economic group? 
As the UK communications regulator, Ofcom, we publish a number of relevant reports that provide a 
wealth of understanding about the role of social media in daily life, the media consumption habits of the 
UK population, and specifically how people consume and think about news. We will share findings from 
our qualitative and quantitative research that examines the ways that people access news, focusing on new 
ways of consumption including sharing by Facebook, using Twitter, etc. These quantitative findings are 
contextualised with rich-picture video material that captures how people’s relationships with their media 
have changed over the last seven years.  

SESSION 4 
 
Writing TV Drama 
John Yorke - MD, Company Pictures  
John has written for or commissioned shows as diverse as EastEnders, Life on Mars, The Archers, The 
Street and Shameless. In this session he explores writing drama for TV, using examples from his own 



 

work and teaching as well as drawing on his book, Into The Woods: A Five Act Journey Into Story, to 
provide some overarching ideas about telling stories and constructing narrative. 
 
Funding British Film 
Ben Roberts - Director of Film Fund, BFI 
The BFI uses Lottery funds to nurture and invest in a diverse mix of filmmakers, discovering and 
developing new talent, and supporting the production of a wide range of films to enrich British film 
culture and define Britain and its storytellers, for audiences at home and abroad. It supports UK 
distributors to help British and specialised films from around the world connect with audiences across a 
range of platforms throughout the UK, and supports sales companies who are premiering new UK films at 
international film festivals and markets. The BFI invests in skills across the sector, supporting inward 
investment and film exports and helping the industry to remain competitive globally. This session looks at 
how these objectives work in the context of the wider British film industry and the vision (as set out in 
‘Film Forever’, the BFI’s plan for 2012-2017) of expanding education and learning, boosting audience 
choice, supporting the future success of British film and unlocking our film heritage.  
 
Spectatorship and Creating Meaning 
Steve Robson - Teacher of Film and Media, Franklin Sixth Form College 
This session will adopt an interactive and creative approach toward the issues of, and theoretical 
approaches to, Spectatorship. It will be especially useful for teachers of Film but will be relevant to all 
Media specifications too. Spectatorship theory and the process of ‘meaning production’ can be perplexing 
for students and teachers alike and so the session will offer clear and practical strategies that will help all 
of your Film and Media Studies students reflect more engagingly, and analytically, upon their responses 
to texts. The session will provide you with a transferable range of active-learning and e-learning methods 
that can be used to develop independence and collaboration in your teaching groups. Come along and find 
out why your students will learn to love Spectatorship theory. 
 
The Video Games Industry 
Dave Harrison - Teacher of Media Studies, Long Road Sixth Form College  
With the announcements of a new generation of consoles, the rise of Valve and Steam and the growing 
importance of social and mobile gaming, the future of the industry has never been so exciting or 
uncertain. The session will explore and explain the strengths and weaknesses of teaching videogames at 
GCSE and A level with the focus on the forces and changes in the industry as a whole: looking a key case 
studies, where to look for resources and how to tap into the students own consumption and knowledge to 
get the most from this area of study. 
 
The Digital Labour Debate 
Christian Fuchs - Professor of Social Media, University of Westminster 
Marketing campaigns are increasingly crowdsourced over the Internet with the help of platforms like 
Ideabounty. The creation of avatars for computer games is outsourced to young players in China (so-
called “gold farmers”). Minerals needed for the manufacturing of ICTs are partly extracted from African 
mines under slave-like conditions (“conflict minerals”). The business model of Facebook, Twitter, Google, 
etc is based on targeted advertising that works by monitoring users’ activities. Wikipedia’s success 
depends on the voluntary collaboration of its users. For understanding the power structures of 
phenomena that are connected to the rise of “social media”, a debate on digital labour has emerged in 
recent years. In this talk, I will reflect on ideas, concepts and issues from this debate. Important questions 
in this context are: What is labour? What is work? What is the difference between digital work and digital 
labour? How can these concepts be used for understanding “social media”? I will argue that we need the 
approach of a political economy of digital media in order to provide answers to such questions. 

SESSION 5 
 
Commissioning Channel 4 Drama 
Sophie Gardiner - Commissioning Editor of Drama, Channel4 
Following an overview of Sophie’s work as a producer for Initial, Impossible and Channel 4, this session 
will focus on recent Channel 4 drama including Utopia (the BFI Media Conference 2013 cover image). We 
will consider how a commissioner develops and nurtures relationships with writers and producers, how 
Channel 4 Drama works with independent production companies, the process of commissioning from 
pitch onward and the key stages, personnel, issues involved.  
 
Distributing Documentary 
Anna Godas - CEO and co-Founder of independent documentary film distributor Dogwoof 



 

The session will kick off with a brief career overview for Anna, including her work for Jalipo and the 
Polish Connection which led to her co-founding Dogwoof with Andy Whittaker in 2004. It will go on to 
focus on the artistic and business priorities, issues and processes around acquiring new work, with 
reference to how Dogwoof operates internally and with key partners to bring a title to UK 
screens/platforms. How are relationships with producers, directors and audiences developed and 
nurtured? What, as well as their specialism in socially-conscious documentary, makes Dogwoof different 
from other similarly sized UK distributors? The session will focus in particular on upcoming Dogwoof 
release Blackfish (Gabriela Cowperthwaite/UK 2013). 
 
Supporting Independent Study: Constructing A Level Case Studies and Encouraging Active 
Viewing 
Clare Turner - Head of Media Studies, Knutsford Academy 
This session will feature classroom activities and projects which promote greater student independence 
and the critical viewing skills required for A Level study and beyond. Delegates will leave the session with 
resources and ideas to take directly to the classroom. It will focus on how to approach teaching research 
methods, how to structure viewing logs and integrating analytical frameworks within research journals. 
 
‘We-Media’ and Democracy in the Pre-digital and Online age 
Matthew Hall - Head of Media Studies, Seven Kings High School  
How has digital technology and the internet challenged the traditional hierarchies of institutions and 
audiences? Has the Web 2.0 phenomena handed control of the media to the general public? Can ‘We-
Media’ have more of an impact on our culture and society than videos of funny cats? In fact, can digital 
media promote social democracy?  The session will look at what actually constitutes ‘We-Media’ (and how 
traditional media institutions can sometimes exploit the public’s interest in user-generated content as  a 
marketing tool). It will also offer some historical context, showing how pre-digital subcultures developed 
their own ‘We-Media’ that challenged notions of the passive audience. This will then be linked to how new 
technology has led to an explosion of ‘prosumers’: non-professional media producer-consumers. It will 
also look at the benefits and challenges created by these opportunities, including the role of the ‘citizen 
journalist’ in today’s news media. 
 
Student-led, Problem-based, Peer-to-peer Media Education 
Jonathan Hickman - Senior Lecturer and Researcher in New Media, University of Birmingham  
What are the benefits and problems in collaborative learning? How can social media – and other 
technologies and practices – be used to facilitate collaborative teaching and learning in undergraduate 
media studies programmes? Jon’s session will focus on the ‘Stories & Streams’ teaching and learning 
research project he has been leading on at the Birmingham School of Media. ‘Stories & Streams’ is a 
response to observations they have made about instrumental ways in which students consume learning 
based on their expectations of job roles. They have developed a response that is problem-based, peer-to-
peer and student-led; the initial findings suggest that students have engaged with learning at a deeper 
level and produced work of a higher standard, although it also raises new questions and problems yet to 
be addressed. 
 

SESSION 6 
 
Film Marketing: A Case Study 
Tom Grievson - Film Marketing Consultant 
Starting with an overview of Tom’s experience leading on integrated marketing strategies for distributors 
including Metrodome, Warner Bros. and Entertainment One, the session goes on to focus on a number of 
contrasting campaigns. It’s a unique opportunity to understand the life of a film from its first screenings 
to the film industry to first screenings for the public, via all the costs, schedules, audience research and 
launch activity – very different in size and scope depending on the budget and ambition of the 
independent distributor or studio involved.  
 
Inside the BBFC: Classification and Cuts in Context 
Lucy Brett - Head of Education, British Board of Film Classification 
An introduction to current film age ratings, including the process and rationale behind cuts, as well as 
case studies on recent age rating decisions. The first half of the talk will offer a background to the BBFC 
Classification Guidelines, history and current landscape. The second half of the session looks at examples 
of recent cuts for category made by film distributors, and case studies of borderline and high profile, 
recent, age rating decisions. Lucy will also talk about BBFC research into audience reactions, public 
opinion and accountability, how age ratings have changed over time, and how the BBFC work now. 
 



 

TV Drama: Stories and Audiences 
Christine Bell - Curriculum Leader for Media Studies, Heaton Manor School 
This session will consider the essential links between the media text, the organisation that produces it and 
the audiences that consume it. When we look at a channel's schedule, television drama constitutes a major 
part of that schedule. How do television dramas construct narrative and representations? What hybrids 
and sub-genres are on offer? What pleasures does the genre offer audiences? Why are television dramas 
important to channels and organisations? These questions will be discussed and the session will include 
reference to examples of useful extracts from television dramas that address different areas of the 
specifications. There will also be ideas for classroom activities to engage students and broaden their 
understanding of this topic. The session will include discussion, analysis of extracts within the media 
studies framework and group work, with opportunities to share best practice. 
  
Media Ownership and Media Power: Lessons for the Classroom 
Des Freedman - Reader in Communications and Cultural Studies at Goldsmiths, University of London  
News Corp’s (failed) attempt to take over BSkyB in 2011 was a central issue in British political life. In an 
era of giant media corporations and powerful media moguls, concentrated media ownership has become 
an increasingly important issue for those pressing for more democratic media systems. This session will 
offer an insight into how best to think about media power and will highlight three approaches to media 
ownership that are relevant to the classroom. These are, first, the gathering of quantitative data (for 
example, statistics on the domination of UK newspaper circulation by a handful of organisations); next, to 
identify what kind of model of media ownership we think desirable or possible; finally to identify the 
‘meaning’ of media ownership and to examine how, and with what consequences, policymakers and 
industry figures attempt to shape debates on ownership.  
 
TV, Transmedia and Audiences: The Transmedia Journey - Understanding Audience 
Engagement with Multiplatform Television 
Elizabeth Evans - Lecturer in Film and Television Studies at the University of Nottingham 
The television industry is increasingly expanding programmes across a range of digital technologies and 
media platforms. Website content expands television episodes beyond the boundaries of the episode while 
games and apps bring audiences more directly into the process of content creation. Mobile technologies 
not only allow engagement via multiple screens simultaneously, but also extend that engagement away 
from the home. These developments are having a profound impact on the ways in which audiences engage 
with such transmedia texts as well-established, expositional forms of narrative sit alongside more 
experimental, interactive and experiential forms. Cont… 
Cont… 
Calling on research conducted across a range of projects examining audiences’ experiences with 
transmedia content, this session will examine how audiences are making sense of these new narrative 
forms. By considering them as narrative journeys that must be navigated, it becomes possible to examine 
the factors shaping how ‘successfully’ audiences can complete, and fully engage with, transmedia texts. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 

 
SESSION 7 
 
The A-Z of Making a Short Film 
Richard Turley - Director (Darklight, UK 2012) 
Darklight (25min) is an unsettling psychological thriller which won wide acclaim when premiered at the 
BFI London Film Festival in 2012. We are delighted to have its writer/director Richard Turley join us at 
the conference to give the full story of the making of the film, from first idea through development, pre-
production, production and post to first screening. We consider the practicalities and the highs and lows, 
focusing on one scene in order to understand all the processes and decisions involved. Please note that in 
preparation for this session all conference delegates confirmed to attend will have watched Darklight in 
advance.  
 
Representing Multicultural Britain: TV Drama 1950s-today 
Peter Ansorge - Freelance producer and writer, Stephen Bourne – Writer and historian  
This session links to plans for an upcoming season at BFI Southbank, a showcase and exploration of 
multicultural television programming. Peter Ansorge and Stephen Bourne will start with by looking at the 
experience of settlers in the UK from the 1950’s and how TV drama – as well as film and documentary – 
dramatized and depicted the shock as experienced by new arrivals to the UK and the reaction of the wider 
community as it struggled to accommodate the changing landscape. They will then focus on the ‘settling 
in’ period of the 1970s-80s, considering changing identities and what changed  for commissioners and the 
public imagination, focusing in part on Empire Road (1978-79), devised and produced by Peter for the 
BBC, before bringing the discussion up to the present day. 

SPEAKERS 
 
Chris Abitbol is a Producer at OB Management www.obmanagement.co.uk 
 
David Abraham became Channel 4’s sixth Chief Executive when he took up his post in May 2010. On 
arrival he immediately prioritised innovation, independence, creative renewal and preparing Channel 4 
for the growth of connected television. In his first months he combined all Channel 4’s commissioning 
and creative activities into a single cross platform content division under the leadership of Jay Hunt as 
Chief Creative Officer. Together they have delivered ground breaking programming such as the London 
2012 Paralympics, Utopia, The Plane Crash, Hugh’s Fish Fight, Sri Lanka’s Killing Fields, 24 Hours in 
A&E, The Undateables and the launch of 4seven. 
 
He formed a new division, Audience Technologies and Insight, under the leadership of Gill Whitehead 
and announced a major new strategic initiative around viewer engagement. Building on the strong 
relationship Channel 4 already has with its audiences this deepening of viewer engagement is harnessing 
audience insight to deliver innovation to both advertisers and viewers. To date this programme has 
already delivered over 8m registered users to C4 with ambitious plans for growth going forward. 
 
David reached an agreement for Channel 4 to become the exclusive advertising sales representative for 
UKTV from 2011, for PBS from 2012 and for BT Sport from 2013. In 2012 Channel 4 Sales House achieved 
a historic high of over £1bn in revenue. 
 
David joined Channel 4 from UKTV where he was Chief Executive from April 2007.  He launched Dave as 
part of a network rebrand.  Prior to this he worked at Discovery Networks USA, where, as President and 
General Manager for TLC from 2005, he was responsible for reviving the leading US cable network. 
Before heading to the US David was General Manager of Discovery Networks UK during a period of rapid 
growth. 

David began his career in 1984 as a graduate trainee at advertising agency Benton and Bowles, after 
taking a degree in Modern History from Oxford University. At just 34 he was a founding partner and Chief 
Operating Officer at leading independent advertising agency St Luke’s, which became internationally 
renowned for its ground breaking creative campaigns and for its innovative working practices. 
 

http://www.obmanagement.co.uk/


 

Peter Ansorge devised and produced the UK's first black soap opera Empire Road,  written by Michael 
Abbensetts and starring Norman Beaton, for  the BBC's English Regions Drama Department in 
Birmingham. He also produced  Come To Mecca, based on Farrukh Dhondy's collections of short stories. 
Subsequently, under Michael Grade's era at Channel 4, Peter became Head of Drama for television series 
and serials.  His award-winning commissions included A Very British Coup , Traffik (Simon Moore's 
television serial on which the Oscar-winning movie Traffic is based) , and Alan Bleasdale's GBH 
(described as the UK's 'best-ever television drama'  by the Observer newspaper) and Armistead Maupin’s 
Tale Of The City. He is currently a producer with Pampaset Productions developing work for television 
and film from second and third generation black and Asian writers. Peter has written two books on stage 
and screenwriting, Disrupting the Spectacle and From Liverpool To Los Angeles. He teaches TV Drama at 
the National Film and Television School. 
  
Christine Bell graduated from Goldsmiths, London (BA Hons : Drama and English) and Newcastle 
University (MA: Modern Literature, Film and Television). She has been teaching Media Studies for 27 
years and is currently Curriculum Leader for Media Studies at Heaton Manor School, a large 11-18 
secondary school in Newcastle upon Tyne. For several years she has been an examiner for WJEC and is at 
present Principal for the AS examination and a Team Leader for the A2 internally assessed unit. She has 
also delivered CPD events around the country, spoken at conferences (MEW and The English and Media 
Centre) and as a writer has contributed to Exploring The Media, and Teaching The Music Press (Auteur 
publishing), The Media Teacher's Handbook (Routledge) and solely authored AS Media Studies: Study 
and Revision Guide (Illuminate Publishing) and at present, the A2 edition of this book. 
 
Josh Berger CBE is President & Managing Director, Warner Bros. Entertainment UK, Ireland and 
Spain and oversees Warner Bros.’ business activities in the three territories including Warner Bros. 
Pictures, Warner Home Video, Warner Bros. International Television, Warner Bros. Interactive 
Entertainment, Warner Bros. Digital Distribution and Warner Bros. Consumer Products. This year, 
Warner Bros.’ film, TV and games production slates include the movies The Great Gatsby, The Hangover 
Part 3, Man of Steel and The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug; home video releases The Dark Knight 
Rises, Argo and HBO’s Boardwalk Empire, The Newsroom and Game of Thrones; new and returning TV 
shows such as The Following and The Big Bang Theory; and the video games Injustice: Gods Among Us, 
LEGO Marvel Super Heroes and Cartoon Universe. 
 
In 2012, the company also opened the much-anticipated Warner Bros. Studio Tour London – The 
Making of Harry Potter. This unique walking tour gives visitors the chance to go behind the scenes of the 
most successful film series of all time and is based at Warner Bros.’ state-of-the-art film studio, Warner 
Bros. Studios Leavesden, which was inaugurated in April 2013 by Their Royal Highnesses The Duke & 
Duchess of Cambridge and Prince Harry. 
 
Among his current board appointments, Josh is a Governor of the British Film Institute (BFI); Chairman 
of the BFI’s International Development Council; and Non-Executive Director of leading video games 
publisher & developer, TT Games. Appointed a CBE in the Queen’s 2012 Birthday Honours List for 
services to the UK’s creative industries, he is also a member of the UK Government’s Creative Industries 
Council, the Ministerial Film Forum, BAFTA’s Film Committee, the British Screen Advisory Council 
(BSAC) and the Young Presidents’ Organization (YPO). In addition, he is a life member of the Council on 
Foreign Relations; an associate to the International Council of the National Academy of Television Arts & 
Sciences (NATAS); and Chairman of the Chickenshed Theatre Company.  
 
A 24 year veteran of Warner Bros., Josh graduated from Harvard College in 1989 and also completed the 
Advanced Management Programme at Harvard Business School in 2002. He has lived in the US, the UK, 
Spain, France and Italy, and speaks French, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese and Catalan. Now based 
primarily in London, his hobbies include tennis, hiking, cycling and music. 
  
Stephen Bourne was part of the research team that unearthed the history of race and representation on 
British TV which resulted in the BBC/BFI documentary Black and White in Colour (1992). His many 
books include the award-winning Black in the British Frame - The Black Experience in British Film & 
Television (2001). He is currently working on Black Poppies for The History Press, the story of Britain's 
Black community and the First World War. 
 
Lucy Brett is Head of Education at the BBFC, coordinating the education and outreach programme 
including education visits, creating online resources and running the BBFC’s series of in house seminars. 
Lucy joined the BBFC as an Examiner in 2004 and became Education Officer in 2010. Prior to joining the 



 

BBFC, Lucy was a journalist for trade and consumer home entertainment magazines and a Media Studies 
teacher. 
 
Katherine Butler is Deputy Head of Film at Film4. After running development for the New Zealand 
Film Commission, Katherine joined Film4 as Head of Development in 2005 and was promoted to Senior 
Commissioning Executive in 2009.  In May 2013 she was further promoted to Deputy Head of Film which 
gives her an overview across Film4’s entire feature production slate.  
 
Over the past 4 years Katherine has been working closely with new talent, being responsible for running 
Film4’s lower budget feature slate, overseeing short films and having an overview across new digital 
venture Film4.0. Katherine has exec’d films including Paddy Considine’s BAFTA and BIFA winning 
Tyrannosaur; Ben Wheatley's award-winner Kill List; Terence Davies’ The Deep Blue Sea; Debbie Tucker 
Green’s BAFTA- award winning single drama Random for Channel 4; Carol Morley's critically acclaimed 
drama-doc Dreams Of A Life; Bart Layton's BAFTA and BIFA award-winner The Imposter; Peter 
Strickland’s critically acclaimed multi-award winner Berberian Sound Studio and Ben Wheatley’s third 
film Sightseers which premiered in Cannes Directors' Fortnight 2012.  Cannes 2013 saw Clio Bernard’s 
first narrative feature The Selfish Giant and Paul Wright’s debut For Those in Peril premiere in the 
Directors’ Fortnight and Critics’ Week strands respectively.    Coming up for release next in 2013 is Shane 
Meadow's doc The Stone Roses; Made of Stone and later in the year audiences will discover Lenny 
Abrahamson’s Frank starring Michael Fassbender, Maggie Gyllenhaal and Domhnall Gleeson, 
David Mackenzie's Starred Up, Daniel Wolfe's debut feature Catch Me Daddy and Debbie Tucker Green’s 
first feature Second Coming. 
 
James Curran is Director of the Goldsmiths Leverhulme Media Research Centre, supported by a £1.25 
million grant from the Leverhulme Trust, and Professor of Communications at Goldsmiths. While at 
Goldsmiths, he has held a number of visiting appointments including McClatchy Professor (Stanford), 
Annenberg Professor (UPenn), Bonnier Professor (Stockholm University) and NRC Professor (Oslo 
University). 
 
His work falls mainly into two linked areas: media history and media political economy. In media history, 
he has sought increasingly to relate the development of the media to wider changes in society, while in 
media political economy he has turned to comparative media research, drawing on quantitative methods. 
This has resulted in three comparative studies, two funded by the ESRC (for outputs see ‘publications’ 
above). More recently still, he has been evaluating the impact of the internet and new communications 
technology. 
 
He has written or edited 21 books about the media, some in collaboration with others. These include 
Media and Democracy, Routledge, 2011, Power Without Responsibility (with Jean Seaton), 7th edition, 
Routledge, (2010), Media and Society, 5th edition, Bloomsbury, 2010 and Media and Power, Routledge, 
2002 (translated into five languages). His latest book is Misunderstanding the Internet (with Natalie 
Fenton and Des Freedman), Routledge, 2012, arising from Leverhulme funded research. James Curran 
has given numerous public lectures and keynote addresses, most recently in Barcelona, Beijing, Brasilia, 
Cardiff, Derry, Dublin, Hong Kong, Lisbon, Madrid, Philadelphia, Sydney, and Tokyo. In 2011, he was the 
first person to win the C. Edwin Baker Award for his lifetime contribution to scholarship on Media, 
Markets and Democracy by the International Communication Association’s Philosophy, Policy and Law 
Divisions. 
 
Rebecca Ellis is a Film & Media Studies Lecturer and gender writer and has written for publications 
such as DIVA and Media Magazine. She is currently a film and TV reviewer for Little White Lies Magazine 
and the Head of Media at Thomas Rotherham College in Rotherham, South Yorkshire. 
 
Elizabeth Evans is lecturer in Film and Television Studies at the University of Nottingham and Deputy 
Director of the Institute for Screen Industries Research. Her research focuses on the relationship between 
technology and audience engagement with narrative. She has conducted projects exploring cinema 
audiences as taste communities, visually impaired audiences, online drama and the use of second screens 
in relation to TV viewing. She is the author of Transmedia Television: Audiences, New Media and Daily 
Life (Routledge, 2011) and has published articles in edited collections and Media, Culture and Society 
and Participations: The Online Journal of Audience Research.  
 
Nick Fenton began his career editing short films for various experimental, conceptual & installation 
artists such as Turner Prise winner Jeremy Deller with whom he has collaborated with several times since 
working with him on The Battle of Orgreave, a live re-enactment filmed under the direction of Mike 



 

Figgis. Nick has worked with acclaimed artist & filmmaker Clio Barnard on numerous occasions, one of 
their first projects together was the TV short Random Acts Of Intimacy and more recently The Arbor. He 
worked with Rachel Davies on her short film about two young gymnasts who dance to drum & bass in 
Gold. Nick has collaborated with the hugely popular Sigur Rós on their films Heima, a documentary 
following the band’s 2007 tour and INNI, a live performance film. 
 
Nick’s earlier documentary and television credits include a wide range of internationally successful titles 
such as The Boy Whose Skin Fell Off (which earned Nick a BAFTA for Best Factual Editing in 2005), 
Bollocks to Cancer with director Patrick Collerton and the critically acclaimed comedy Nighty Night 
starring Julia Davis. Throughout his career, Nick has worked closely with a number of highly respected 
directors, including Richard Ayoade, with whom Nick collaborated with on Arctic Monkeys at the Apollo 
for Warp Films, the critically acclaimed Submarine and more recently The Double. Nick has worked with 
director Chris Morris on Nathan Barley and in 2011, edited Jerusha Hess’s romantic comedy Austenland, 
which premiered at Sundance in January of this year to rave reviews.  Most recently, Nick has re-teamed 
with Clio Barnard on The Selfish Giant, a contemporary fable about a 14 year old boy called Arbor and his 
best friend Swifty who get caught up in the world of copper theft. The film was named Europa Cinemas 
Label’s ‘Best European Film’ at Cannes this year. Currently Nick is working on Turks And Caicos and 
Salting The Battlefield, the follow up films to Page Eight, written and directed by David Hare and starring 
Bill Nighy and Helena Bonham Carter. 
 
Ailsa Ferrier has been the Content and Acquisitions Manager for Curzon Home Cinema, since May 
2011, previously working for 4 years as the Acquisitions Executive for Artificial Eye Film Distributors.  She 
is a frequent contributor to the Curzon in house magazine, and has written articles and texts for various 
publications including The Observer.  Ailsa studied Sculpture at Chelsea Collage, University of the Arts, 
and has continued her art practise since leaving university exhibiting in London and Europe.  She also 
runs a regular film night, Roadside Picnic, at various venues across London, screening a variety of 
Independent, World Cinema and Artists’ films. 
 
John Fitzgerald is Course Leader in Film Studies at Wyggeston & Queen Elizabeth I College in Leicester 
and has taught the subject for 18 years. He is a senior examiner for WJEC AS Film Studies and has been a 
speaker on many INSET courses including the Media Education Wales conference in Cardiff. As a writer, 
his book Studying British Cinema 1999-2009 (Auteur) was published in 2010, he has contributed a 
chapter to Analysing David Peace (Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2011) and also to the Media Magazine 
and Splice and produced materials for Film Education. 
 
Des Freedman teaches media and communications at Goldsmiths, University of London. His 
publications include The Politics of Media Policy (Polity, 2008), Misunderstanding the Internet written 
with James Curran and Natalie Fenton (Routledge, 2012), Media and Terrorism: Global Perspectives co-
edited with Daya Thussu (Sage, 2012) and The Assault on Universities: A Manifesto for Resistance, co-
edited with Michael Bailey (Pluto, 2011). He is an editor of the Sage journal Global Media and 
Communication, a member of the national council of the Campaign for Press and Broadcasting Freedom 
and the chair of the Media Reform Coalition which campaigns for media pluralism and accountability in 
the UK. He is currently writing a book for Bloomsbury on The Contradictions of Media Power and has 
written extensively on the phone hacking crisis and the Leveson Inquiry. 
 
Christian Fuchs is Professor of Social Media at the University of Westminster's Communication and 
Media Research Institute. His research interests are political economy of the media and communication, 
digital media & society and critical information society studies. He is chair of the European Sociological 
Association's Research Network for the Sociology of Communications and Media Research, editor of the 
journal tripleC: Communication, Capitalism & Critique and co-founder of the ICTs and Society Network. 
He is author of books including Internet and Society: Social Theory in the Information Age (2008), 
Foundations of Critical Media and Information Studies (2011), Social Media: A Critical Introduction 
(forthcoming) and Digital Labour and Karl Marx (forthcoming). 
 
Sophie Gardiner studied drama at Manchester University and worked in documentary television before 
buying the rights to the novel, Eureka Street. She set up a company and produced it as an award-winning 
4 part drama for BBC2.  There followed a stint of freelance producing, with some time out to have 
children, until she worked as maternity cover for the Commissioning Editor of Drama at Channel 
4.  Sophie went on to create and executive produce one of the biggest independent commissions in recent 
years, Sinbad, for Sky and Impossible Pictures, before returning to Channel 4 as commissioning editor of 
Drama in November 2011.  She has been commissioning editor on Utopia, My Mad Fat Diary, Youngers 
and The Snowman and Snowdog, as well as more shows to come on air this year. 



 

 
Vicki Georgiou is a graduate of Ravensbourne and a camera specialist. She worked in the TV industry 
for many years; her credits include Big Brother, Eastenders and Strictly Come Dancing. Vicki moved into 
education 5 years ago, teaching A level Media and GCSE English at Sir John Cass Secondary School. She 
currently studying for MA in Creative and Media Education at Bournemouth University and has delivered 
workshops for the Media Education Association and the BFI. 
 
Anna Godas is CEO and co-Founder of London-based independent socially-conscious documentary film 
distributor Dogwoof.  Responsible for overall strategy, management and profitability of the business, she 
is working towards the vision of Dogwoof becoming the most trusted global brand for distribution of 
documentary films – so far these include Age of Stupid, End of the Line, Burma VJ, Afghan Star Black 
Gold, Countdown to Zero, The Village at the End of the World, The Act of Killing (released 28 June) and 
the upcoming Blackfish (released 26 July). Dogwoof is also a social enterprise. Born in Barcelona, Anna 
has lived in the USA and France and speaks 6 languages (English, Spanish French, Italian, Catalan, 
Mandarin). She has a Masters in Screenwriting (City University) and an Executive MBA (Cass Business 
School), is a member of Women in Film and Television and a Fellow of the Royal Society for the 
encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce. 
 
Paul Grainge is Associate Professor of Film and Television Studies and member of the Institute for 
Screen Industries Research (ISIR) at the University of Nottingham. His research focuses on branding and 
promotion in the screen industries, and he recently finished a major project, funded by the Arts and 
Humanities Research Council, that engaged with the leading companies responsible for producing the 
logos, promos, idents and trailers that surround films and TV shows. This included two sell-out public 
events at BFI Southbank on the ‘The Art of TV Promotion and Design.’ Grainge is the author and editor of 
five books, including Ephemeral Media: Transitory Screen Culture from Television to YouTube (BFI, 
2011) and Brand Hollywood: Selling Entertainment in a Global Media Age (Routledge, 2008). 
 
Andy Green is Chief Operating Officer and Co-founder of Distrify Limited, responsible for developing 
content acquisition strategy and managing the sales team. He finds new opportunities in 
film distribution and marketing that can be exploited both creatively and commercially and deals with 
new products, partnerships, innovation and creative development. He is a creative, commercial and 
operational hybrid with a passion for cinema, looking to evolve the film distribution business - not 
revolutionise it - and Distrify is the ideal platform for this. Andy started out as a film producer, then 
moved into film sales, so for 23 years has been making his own films and putting them into cinemas, 
winning a BAFTA and many other awards. He’s done every job from script editing to acting but has found 
his ‘creative place’ in developing new distribution models and turning these into a business.  
 
Tom Grievson has more than 15 years experience in entertainment marketing, producing integrated 
marketing strategies across a wide range of films for mini and major independent film distributors and 
within the studio system. Most recently as Head of Marketing – Film for Entertainment One he worked on 
a number of high profile titles including Looper and Twilight: Breaking Dawn Part 2, before that as 
Marketing Manager for Warner Bros. on Inception, The Hangover and Sherlock Holmes, and before that, 
as Head of Marketing for Metrodome, Donnie Darko, Spellbound and Monster. He has been responsible 
for award-winning digital, social and media campaigns and has also lectured on film marketing and 
distribution for a number of organisations.  
 
Matthew Hall is Learning Leader for Media Studies at Seven Kings High School. He has previously 
lectured at the BFI on masculinity in cinema, and has led Study Days on new technology, UK cinema and 
representation of youth in the media. He also wrote the Men and Film edition of the BFI’s ‘Teaching...’ 
series. 
 
Dave Harrison has been working as a Teacher of Media Studies at A level and on the Media National 
Diploma since April 2009 at Long Road Sixth Form College. Previously he spent 10 years in print 
journalism at Future Publishing, specifically technology and games, and a brief period in games PR and 
Marketing in the games industry. Blog: institutionsandaudiences.posthaven.com 
 
Richard Harvey started his working life in the theatre before turning to teaching and has since taught 
Media, Film, English and Drama for more than thirty years. He is Chief Examiner for the International 
Baccalaureate’s Film programme and represents all IB Diploma Group Six subjects on the Diploma 
Review Committee. He has recently been appointed as Vice-Chair of the International Baccalaureate’s 
Academic Board. He is a former Chief Examiner and Chair of Examiners for A Level and AVCE Media 
Studies; Principal Examiner and Moderator for A Level Media Studies and AVCE Media Communication 



 

and Production. Richard has written and edited several textbooks and study guides for GCSE and A Level 
Media and Film Studies including The Western – a teachers’ guide, and AS Media Studies for OCR and 
A2 Media Studies for OCR. Richard has also lectured on many aspects of Film and the Media, not only in 
the UK but also in North America and Australasia. He has led IB Film workshops in New York, Los 
Angeles, Hong Kong and various venues in Europe.  Most recently he has also returned to acting 
appearing in UK television series Casualty, Down to Earth, Inspector Lynley Mysteries, Tess of the 
D’Urbervilles and Doc Martin with Martin Clunes. 
 
Jon Hickman is Senior Lecturer and researcher in New Media at Birmingham School of Media, where 
he also leads on knowledge transfer and public engagement (working with industry).  His educational 
research has included work on uses of social media within teacher training, informal uses of technology to 
assist remote working amongst media students and 'Stories & Streams' - an experiment into new ways of 
teaching journalism to undergraduate students. Jon's other current research projects include work on 
uses of Twitter by fans of The West Wing and an investigation into hyperlocal publisher's understanding 
of and uses of technology. 
 
Stephen Kruger has taught Media Studies almost since its inception in schools – both at GCSE and at 
GCE levels.  He has been a Chief Examiner for AQA GCE Media Studies (and AEB before that) since the 
mid-nineties. Stephen is the co-author of several textbooks – again GCSE and GCE. 
 
Christine Langan is the Head of BBC Films, the feature filmmaking arm of the BBC. After a three-year 
stint in the advertising world, Christine first made her name at Granada Television, producing the first 
three series of the award-winning TV show Cold Feet.  She went on to produce a whole range of projects 
including Peter Morgan's BAFTA award-winning The Deal and the critically acclaimed Dirty Filthy Love 
(a BAFTA TV nominee and RTS winner), starring Michael Sheen.  For American TV, she shared an Emmy 
nomination for the 2010 HBO drama, The Special Relationship, which depicted the alliance between Tony 
Blair (Michael Sheen reprising the character) and Bill Clinton (Dennis Quaid). 
  
Langan moved into the feature film arena with 2005’s Pierrepoint starring Timothy Spall, for which she 
was nominated for the BAFTA Carl Foreman award.  The following year, The Queen was a critical and box 
office hit which garnered Best Actress and Best Screenplay honors at the Golden Globes, Best Film and 
Best Actress at the BAFTAs, and the Best Actress Oscar for star Helen Mirren.  Langan herself shared 
Oscar and Golden Globe nominations for Best Picture. 
  
In September 2006, she took up a new role as Executive Producer at BBC Films.  A year later, she was 
appointed Commissioning Editor and, in April 2009, she became Head of the division, overseeing 
commissioning, development and production of the company’s entire slate of projects. Recent releases 
include Lone Scherfig's Academy Award-nominated and BAFTA Award-winning An Education, Armando 
Iannucci's award-winning In The Loop, Tom Hooper's The Damned United and John Crowley's Is 
Anybody There?, which starred Michael Caine. Both Jane Campion's Bright Star and Andrea Arnold's 
Fish Tank were nominated for BAFTAs, the latter winning the 2009 Cannes Jury Prize.  Other critical and 
box office successes include Mark Herman's The Boy In The Striped Pajamas and Saul Dibb's The 
Duchess, which was the highest grossing independent film at the British box office in 2008. 
  
Other recent projects include Nigel Cole's Made In Dagenham, Stephen Frears' Tamara Drewe, Rowan 
Joffe's Brighton Rock, Ralph Fiennes’ Coriolanus, Cary Fukunaga’s Jane Eyre, Lynne Ramsay’s We Need 
to Talk About Kevin, Simon Curtis’ My Week with Marilyn, James Marsh’s Shadow Dancer, Mike 
Newell’s Great Expectations, Dustin Hoffman’s Quartet and Sally Potter’s Ginger and Rosa. Upcoming 
titles for 2013 include Ralph Fiennes’ Invisible Woman, the Alan Partridge movie Alpha Papa, Stephen 
Frears’ Philomena starring Dame Judi Dench and John Lee Hancock’s Saving Mr Banks. 
 
Nicola Lees has been a development producer in the television industry in London and New York for 
more than a decade. She has developed documentaries, docu-dramas, multiplatform and reality 
programmes for BBC1, BBC2, BBC3, BBC4, Discovery, Travel Channel, National Geographic and TLC. 
She's the author of Greenlit: Developing Factual Reality TV Ideas from Concept to Pitch (2010) and the 
founder of www.tvmole.com. Nicola currently runs a mentoring scheme for Women in Film and 
Television and is writing a second book, Give Me the Money and I'll Shoot. She has written more than 370 
factual television programme proposals, and has been directly involved in originating, researching, 
writing or pitching more than 80 commissioned programmes, from How Not to Be Shark Bait 
(Discovery) to Desperate Midwives (BBC3). 
 

http://www.tvmole.com/


 

Ian Marshall has over 20 years of teaching and examining/moderating experience in secondary 
education. After graduating from Bristol Polytechnic (now UWE) and East Tennessee State University, he 
started to study for a Phd in Film and Drama at the University of Bristol but gave this up to train as an 
English teacher. Despite qualifying as an English teacher he have spent most of the past 20 years teaching 
a higher percentage of Media Studies, first in Bristol, then Leeds and North Yorkshire. Currently he is 
Head of Media Studies at Northallerton College, he is an experienced examiner and moderator for OCR 
Media, is Assistant Principal Moderator for OCR AS Level Media Studies (G321) and was primarily 
responsible for the development of the two coursework units for the new OCR A Level Film Studies. 
 
Rob Miller is an experienced Media and Film teacher, Consultant and Freelance Writer. Currently based 
in south east London Rob regularly contributes to FilmEdu and MediaEdu and is responsible for all 
schemes of work on the site including the new OCR Film Studies Specification. His consultancy work 
includes working with Media and Film teachers and students in schools and colleges offering a broad 
range of sessions covering all specifications including OCR, WJEC and AQA. Rob managed a large grade 1 
Media department for 10 years and is a fully trained lesson observer and a GCSE and A2 Media Studies 
Examiner and also runs workshops and INSET for the BFI in Teaching the Film Industry and Music 
Industry.  
 
James Mullighan is an arts and film consultant producer and commentator. Amongst various projects, 
he is currently Artistic Director of the Cork Film Festival and CEO of training organisation Transmedia 
Next. In 2011 he directed the 65th Edinburgh International Film Festival, prior to which he was Creative 
Director of Shooting People. He’s also an arts journalist (Rolling Stone, GQ, Scotsman, The Age) and 
former music industry executive (Sony Classical and Columbia, Australia). 
 
Laura Mulvey has been Professor of Film and Media Studies at Birkbeck, University of London, since 
1999. She was previously Director of the AHRB Centre for British Film and Television Studies and Course 
Director of the joint Birkbeck/British Film Institute Masters degree in Film and Television and formerly 
held lectureships at a number of British universities.  
 
A Fellow of the British Academy since 2000, her work has been recognised by the awarding of honorary 
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